Residential and
commercial real estate
brokerage

Property management

Looking for a broker familiar with all the ins and outs of the Amsterdam
metropolitan region? Our residential and commercial brokers keep a
close eye on the latest developments on the streets of our region. What
makes FRIS unique is the strategic advantage we offer through our
knowledge centre. The combination of our experienced brokers and
knowledge centre enables us to sell or rent a property at the highest
price possible.

FRIS is one of the larger independent property managers in the
Netherlands. We work for both private and institutional investors in both
the Netherlands and elsewhere. Our clients can choose from a broad
range of comprehensive services on strategic, tactical and operational
levels. We take care of all administrative, technical, commercial and
hospitality tasks related to property management.

Apart from the sale and rental of individual homes, new
developments and commercial real estate, FRIS also has extensive
experience with the sale of single units. If your property still needs
to be divided into apartment rights, FRIS can provide solid and
sound advice. Our portfolio of single units for sale contains around
1,000 residences.

Innovative
Thanks to innovative systems like Yardi Voyager, REMS, Eyemove
and the Meet Amy app, we can manage your property safely and
efficiently. Our management portfolio of commercial properties
comprises around 2,000,000 m2 of office buildings, social housing,
distribution centres and shops across the entire Netherlands. Our
management portfolio of private properties consists of around
5,500 residential units.

Insurance
Looking for a total solution? Residences, housing complexes, office
buildings and owners associations can be insured through FRIS. We
offer the convenience of combining all insurance policies at FRIS,
with a single designated contact person.

Project management
Futureproof and long-term – these keywords aptly describe FRIS
building supervision and contract design. Thanks to our technical
background, we provide long-term and high-quality solutions. We
also take into account changing legislation regarding sustainability
issues. As a result, we take all the work off your hands in the long
term.

FRIS for Children Foundation
Having a place of your own is a fundamental
necessity of life to develop and thrive. But,
unfortunately, more than 50,000 children
in the Netherlands do not have a place of
their very own or a safe home to grow up in.
Working with FRIS means making a positive
contribution to the well-being of vulnerable
children in the Netherlands. That’s because we
donate part of our turnover each year to this
foundation.
www.frisvoorkinderen.nl

Real people, real results
Vision on real estate

Atlas ArenA – Amerika Building
Hoogoorddreef 15
1101 BA Amsterdam
+31(0)20 – 301 77 00
info@fris.nl
www.fris.nl
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Get to know the Real People at FRIS. Discover our professional and
personal service that meets and exceeds expectations, with every step
focused on taking all the work off the client’s hands – both today and
tomorrow.
The FRIS family company has grown from its establishment in 1923
to become a full-service real estate provider, that oversees the
entire real estate cycle. This means taking care of all tasks related to
residential, commercial and investment brokerage, residential and
commercial property management, research, advice, valuations
and insurances. Thanks to the use of modern marketing tools,
up-to-date databases and a compact team of 75 professionals,
FRIS guarantees personal contact, professionality, flexibility and
decisiveness.

Member of:

Research and advice
FRIS provides clients with a strategic knowledge
advantage and objective scrutiny in the housing and
rental market. This is done through fact-based market
analyses and solid advice. Our strength in the area of
research lies in the writing of research reports, quick scans
and rental price advice.
FRIS has its own knowledge centre with a unique
housing dataset for the Amsterdam metropolitan
region. This dataset contains, among other things,
purchase and rental transactions and extensive
property development data that is used to analyse
reference projects down to the very last detail. Thanks
to this dataset, we can provide fact-based market
analyses and solid advice.

“ Personal,
professional and
effective. ”

Interested in investing in property? The investment consultants
at FRIS work for private and institutional investors from the
Netherlands and abroad on a daily basis. Their primary focus is
on the acquisition and disposition of direct property investments
throughout the entire Netherlands. We provide advice regarding
all property sectors.
Thanks to our CORFAC International network, we now also
offer mediation services for investment properties abroad. We
can also help international companies find suitable housing
and accommodations in the Netherlands.
Distinctive strength as an investment broker
The distinctive strength of FRIS as an investment broker lies
in our proactive approach, personal contact and, of course,
the expert support of our research team. We also have an
extensive international network, which increases the number
of opportunities significantly.
Our services include taking care of all work related to the
purchase and sale of individual properties or entire portfolios,
carrying out commercial Due Diligence research, managing
legal, technical and customer Due Diligence research, market,
region and location analyses, as well as investment and
feasibility studies.

Valuations
Thanks to location of our offices, FRIS is a specialist in the Amsterdam
and Leiden metropolitan region. In-depth market knowledge and a
flexible approach ensure that every valuation is carried out quickly,
thoroughly, efficiently and personally. Our knowledge centre makes
sure that current market figures and our own research reports are
available for your valuation. This offers a significant and reliable
knowledge advantage.
We value individual properties and entire portfolios for institutional
and private investors, housing corporations, banks, project
developers, municipalities and companies. For specialist real estate
like hotels, healthcare properties or other commercially or serviceoriented properties, we work together with specialised valuers
from our network.

